New Sheet Material Handler Available for JLG® Telehandlers

Features & Specifications

Increase the versatility of your telehandler with the new sheet material handler. This attachment is the ultimate solution for picking and placing sheetrock, drywall, plywood, greenboard, and other sheet materials at the job site. The sheet material handler positions sheet material in entry points and windows at the proper angle, ensuring it can be handled and placed more efficiently.

Specifications:

- Coupler mounted attachment
- 3,000 lb. maximum capacity
- 72 in. maximum fork spread
- 100-degree horizontal tilt
- 180-degree swing capability
- 22 in. maximum load width
- Requires auxiliary electrics option
- Compatible with models 742, 943, 1043, 1055 & 1255

To see the sheet material handler in action visit: https://youtu.be/115iVAZFII

Ordering Information

For new machine orders, contact your JLG Sales Representative or the Sales Department at 1-877-JLG-LIFT.